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Business headlines increasingly feature stories covering the rapid rise of technology startups and the 

related eye-popping IPOs. This press highlights recent technology industry growth at roughly three times 

the rate of the rest of the private sector, with each high-tech job creating 4.3 additional jobs throughout 

the rest of the economy.1 Technology companies currently employ just under 6 million people in the 

United States with compensation at 98% more than the average for the private sector.2 Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram and Snapchat, unheard of around a decade ago, are now household names, while traditional 

service companies are being displaced by the sharing economy that has been encouraged by the likes of 

Uber, Airbnb, and Venmo. 

The success and growth of the technology industry has not gone unnoticed by state legislatures, as the 

states recognize that these companies produce more vibrant communities by boosting job creation 

(including the trend among established technology companies to hire from local universities3 ), revenues, 

and intellectual capital. Consequently, the states have responded in a number of ways to attract 

technology businesses. 



 

 

Through various credit, incentive and similar programs, states are working to create an environment that 

encourages technology businesses to open up shop within their borders, with the hope that the next 

Apple or Microsoft emerges as a taxpayer and job creator for the local population. These programs also 

seek to keep established startups from moving to other states as the competition to lure tech giants away 

from one state and into another heats up. Finally, in a nod toward the life-blood of startups, many states 

provide credits to the investors that fund the businesses at early growth stages. 

In this column, we highlight some of the states with noteworthy programs focused on attracting and 

retaining technology companies and startups. 

New York 

New York State is attracting new technology companies with its START-UP NY program, which allows 

eligible companies to operate in designated tax-free zones across the state. The program is not available 

to professional services firms, retailers, or real estate firms. Instead, it aims to attract medical science, 

technology, and manufacturing companies. 

The tax-free zones waive business, corporate, sales, property, state and local taxes, as well as income 

tax for both companies and employees for ten years.4 The program, which pairs businesses with local 

universities in an effort to provide a workforce for businesses located in the tax-free zones, currently has 

55 participating businesses. Together, these 55 businesses have committed to "create more than 2,100 

new jobs and invest over $98 million across the state."5  

In addition to START-UP NY, the state has also established a program to help spur "job creation and 

investment incentives [available] to firms in such targeted industries as biotechnology, pharmaceutical, 

high-tech, clean-technology, green technology, financial services, agriculture and manufacturing."6 The 

program, dubbed the Excelsior Jobs Program, provides up to $500 million in tax credits annually to 

eligible business entities. 

The program includes four credits: a payroll credit that covers 6.85% of wages, an Investment Tax Credit 

("ITC") valued at 2% of expenses, an income tax credit for up to 3% of research and development 

("R&D") costs, and a special real property credit offered either to firms operating in strategically chosen 

areas or to firms in specific industries that are held to higher qualification standards. 



 

 

Seventy-five percent of the Excelsior credits are made available to companies that meet certain job 

creation goals, while 25% of the credits are left to companies that are willing to invest $10 into the state 

for every $1 in credits.7 Under this program, media website Buzzfeed was given a credit of $4 million in 

exchange for the company's agreement to expand its offices in the state and create an additional 475 

jobs.8  

In a similar transaction, New York State has awarded $5 million to Etsy, an online marketplace for craft 

goods, to stay in its current Brooklyn location and hire an additional 300 employees. The agreement also 

requires that Etsy make additional investments in the Hudson Valley region north of New York City.9  

These incentives are offered as a means of attracting new businesses and encouraging established yet 

"highly mobile" technology companies to stay put and not relocate. While many companies are happy to 

stay in New York City, the incentives serve as an effective means for New York, both the city and the 

state as a whole, to compete with the allure of Silicon Valley's most invaluable asset: "the concentration of 

skilled tech workers."10 In addition, in a move that is meant to address its shortage of qualified talent, New 

York City is providing $100 million to the new Cornell NYC Tech School, with the hope that these new 

students will create their own startups, join existing startups, or join established technology companies in 

the city.11  

San Francisco 

Even San Francisco, which has overtaken Silicon Valley as the epicenter for technology start-ups, has 

resorted to incentives as a means of remaining attractive to the technology industry. The city has long 

imposed a 1.5% tax on payroll, including stock options.12 To encourage Twitter to build its new 

headquarters in San Francisco, the city enacted the "Central Market" exemption that effectively froze 

Twitter's payroll tax liability at 2010 levels for up to eight years.13 The exemption also applied to other 

companies that either were already located in or agreed to relocate to the Central Market area, which had 

suffered from blight and high commercial vacancy. 

While the city initially lost tax revenue on the deal, Twitter ended up building its headquarters in the 

Central Market neighborhood, which spurred the area's revival. More technology companies have moved 

into the area since 2011, resulting in a gain of over $7 million in payroll tax revenue for the 

neighborhood.14 This form of local incentive illustrates how targeted tax incentives can attract desirable 

companies into an area, turning an initial loss into a resounding win for a local community. 



 

 

Louisiana 

In the wake of Katrina, Louisiana has worked to transform itself into a hub of innovation and has adopted 

a wide array of tax policies to attract business. While the state's film industry, now only smaller than Los 

Angeles and New York, is a large recipient of state credits, technology startups are also sought by 

Louisiana.15  

Specifically, the state offers a generous credit of up to 40% for R&D expenditures against income and 

corporation franchise taxes due, and a 35% credit for in-state wages for digital interactive media and 

software development.16 This credit for digital media has been touted as "the strongest of its kind in the 

nation" by Louisiana Economic Development.17 In addition to credits, the state has helped create the 

Louisiana Technology Park, which provides office space to high-tech startups as well as benefits that 

include access to the Louisiana Technology Fund, business planning, accounting training, "angel" 

investors, and venture capitalists.18  

As a result of these programs, the state has begun to attract an array of digital media startups, especially 

video game developers. Electronic Arts, a giant in the video game industry, set up shop in the state when 

it paired with Louisiana State University to create a Digital Arts graduate degree program and a quality 

assurance center for testing games before they go to market.19 That Louisiana was vying for this 

opportunity with Romania illustrates the competitive edge that these incentives can provide on a global 

scale.20  

As in the case of San Francisco reaping future rewards after providing credits for Twitter, Louisiana's 

emphasis on bringing in technology business has attracted other larger and more established technology 

companies.  

New York, California and Louisiana are by no means the only states looking to attract technology 

companies, with a host of states, including Wisconsin, Missouri, and New Mexico, also offering incentives 

to technology businesses. 

Venture capital incentives 

Many states also offer incentives to the investors that fund the early stage ventures that states are 

courting. These angel and venture capital investors are offered substantial tax credits to provide funding 



 

 

at the earliest stages of a company's development. 

Louisiana offers a 35% credit against the investor's income and corporation franchise tax on investment 

to eligible companies, though the program is capped at $5 million annually, and investors are limited to $1 

million in investment per business per year (and $2 million per business over the life of the program) 21  

Connecticut offers a 25% credit against state income tax to angel investors for investments of $25,000 - 

$1,000,000.22  

As of December 15, 2014, Kentucky became the latest state to announce an angel investor credit against 

individual income tax, and is offering credits of up to 50% in counties with the highest unemployment 

rates (and 40% credits elsewhere) for investments into tech, advanced manufacturing, and other hard-

science related fields. Total credits are limited to $3 million annually.23  

Conclusion 

With states looking for ways to increase jobs and boost revenues, it is not surprising that many are setting 

up programs to create an atmosphere that encourages local business innovation. Investing in early-stage 

companies can be risky, but the amount of revenue that states must forego to help such new companies 

is low in comparison to the potential upside. This combination of potentially unlimited upside and relatively 

low cost makes creating these programs an alluring prospect to any state. 

As showcased by San Francisco's success with its payroll tax program and Louisiana's comprehensive 

tax credit program for tech companies, the initial draw of incentives can be enough to bring the first wave 

of businesses. However, it was not until the initial benefits of these programs were realized that the true 

rewards became evident. 

In San Francisco, Twitter's decision to stay in a relatively undesirable neighborhood led to a parade of 

other successful startups and tech companies following in its wake. 

Likewise, Louisiana's tax program has attracted many startups hoping to become the next success story. 

The program has even resulted in one of the largest video game companies in the world moving some of 

its operations to the state and partnering with a local university. On top of these successes, other large 

tech companies wanting to invest in Louisiana have indicated their intention to follow, bringing more jobs 

and increased revenues to the local economy. 



 

 

New York City is already a startup hub, but the statewide START-UP NY and Excelsior programs aim to 

foster similar communities in other regions of the state that will fuel job growth and increased revenue. 

Whether these programs yield the desired success stories will only be known in time, but they are already 

doing a good job of retaining established startups. 

When entrepreneurs decide where to establish their businesses, they do not do so in a vacuum. Instead, 

they consider a variety of options such as geography, infrastructure and culture. They will also consider 

the extent to which they are entering a successful market. These considerations will fuel the type of 

businesses a state can attract. 

With these other factors in mind, an ambitious tax program that encourages a healthy startup 

environment may be a useful tool in tipping the scale in a state's favor. As such, any state with aspirations 

of creating a vibrant community for new businesses should consider the strength of its incentives 

programs, not only in light of the size of credits being offered but also the business infrastructure and 

other services that exist in a given locale. 

Businesses flock to other successful businesses, and the sooner states act to implement plans to 

incentivize tech startups, the more time the community has to grow in a desired area. While these 

businesses are highly mobile, the stronger the community that is created, the more reasons a company 

has to stay put. 
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